
GCSE- Quantitative Chemistry

Keyword Definition

Conservation of 
mass

no atoms are lost or made in a 
chemical reaction

Reactants a substance that takes part in 
and undergoes change during a 
reaction.

Products a substance that is formed as the 

result of a chemical reaction.

Atomic Mass the number of protons and neutrons in 

the atom (the mass number)

Relative formula 

mass

equal to the sum of the relative atomic 

masses of the atoms in a formula unit 

of the compound

Moles The mole is the unit for amount 

of substance.A mole is defined 

as 6.02214076 × 1023 of some 

chemical unit

Limiting 
reactants

A reaction finishes when one of the 

reactants is all used up. The other 

reactant has nothing left to react 

with, so some of it is left over: the 

reactant that is all used up is called 

the limiting reactant.

Concentration The amount of a substance in a defined space. 

Another definition is that concentration is the 

ratio of solute in a solution to either solvent or 

total solution.

Yield the amount of product obtained 

in a chemical reaction.

Reactants and products

Reactants are the elements or compounds that will 

react together or what you start the reaction with

The products are the elements or compounds that 

are produced by the reaction. 

Reactants → Products

Conservation of mass

Moles

Moles  x  Mr = Mass in g

Relative formula mass (Mr)

The relative formula mass or Mr is equal to the sum of 

the relative atomic masses of the atoms in a formula

unit of the compound. For example:

Percentage mass

Concentration

Limiting reactants

A reaction stops when all of one of the reactants is

used up. The reactant that is used up in a reaction

is called the limiting reactant (because it limits the

amount of product that is formed).



Quantitative Chemistry

Related careers
Careers where skills in 

Quantitative chemistry can be 

used

● Chemists

● Pharmaceutical industry

● Data analysis

● Accountancy

Subject Links

Links with Maths- being able to rearrange 

equations and change the subject of 

equations

How Science Works

E- Write any equations down
W- Workings out, include everything 
A- Your calculated answer
U- Remember to include units
C - Check your answer

Recommended videos & Further Reading

BBC GCSE Bitesize Quantitative CHemistry (AQA)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87mw6f
Youtube Free Science lessons Chemistry paper 1 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG

3_bw

Essential Maths

● Concentration calculations

● Mole calculations

● Finding unknown masses for conservation 

of mass

● Percentage mass calculations

● Percentage yield calculations

Homework tasks
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87mw6f
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw

